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“The objective of this Act is to restore 

and maintain the chemical, physical 

and biological integrity of the Nation’s 

waters”

Clean Water Act of 1972



1/3 of US 
rivers 

are listed 
as 

impaired
or 

polluted



Schuylkill River, PA



Pollution indicators

Annelid worms

Diptera (midges)

Clean stream indicators

Ephemeroptera (mayflies)

Plecoptera (stoneflies)

Trichoptera (caddisflies)



Stream pollution costs us our future

“Environmental injury is deficit 
spending. It is just a way of 
loading the cost of our 
generation's prosperity onto the 
backs of our children.”

Robert F. Kennedy, Jr.
Chief Prosecuting Attorney for the Hudson Riverkeeper
Senior Attorney for the Natural Resources Defense Council.



Stream pollution costs us …..we lose species and the stream 
ecosystem works less effective

30% loss
of taxa

70% loss 
of taxa 

Good

-----

Fair

-----

Poor



Lost forest & stream pollution costs us all!

% Forest Costs per Million Gal
______________________________
60% $  37
10% $115
______________________________



The water 
quality data 
are 
screaming…..

Every Tree 
Counts!!!!!



This person gets it!

More trees needed 
to help 
intercept and 
infiltrate rain…..

which promotes 
more natural, 
sustained, 
and clean stream 
flow

30 vs 100% forest



land beneath old growth forest received 2000 
lbs/acre of leaves per year……

soil beneath old growth forest ……thick, 
organic, highly permeable



Lack of trees here --------->

and here-------------------------->

….etc etc etc 

Causes flooding 
here------------------------------------> 

Base Flow



Post Thunderstorm Flow --1492

Post Thunderstorm Flow --2006



Every tree 
counts in a 
watershed
…especially 
next to 
small 
streams 
because…..

Streamside forests help keep the 
“stuff” out 



“Stuff” includes  
Dissolved organic chemicals

Suspended sediments
Nutrients (e.g., nitrogen)

Microscopic bacteria/animals
Pharmaceuticals

Etc.

Streamside forests help keep the 
“stuff” out ….plus 

increase the capacity of the stream to 
“self-purify”

(process, degrade, sequester
contaminants)



Two case studies in PA

Case Study 1. 
Water Quality Functions of a 15-year Old 
Riparian  Forest Buffer System
Newbold, Herbert, Sweeney, Kiry, and Alberts. 2010. Journal of the American Water Resources 
Association (2010 in press)
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Average Results 

Nitrogen: 26% removal

Suspended sediments: 43% removal



good news/bad news story

Nitrogen: 26% removed ….but 74% 
gets in!

Suspended sediments: 43% removed 
but 57% gets in!

Wake up call………

Best Management Practices 
can not and will not

keep all the stuff out.

We need the stream ecosystem to 
process the rest!



Case Study 2. (self purification): 
The ability of trees to help stream ecosystems 
process stuff (Sweeney et al. 2004)

Careful studies of forested and deforested 
stream reaches that were contiguous



Stream banks and channels are more stable….
when bordered by a forest



Small stream channels are significantly wider ….
when they are bordered by a forest



Streams are bottom “benthic” ecosystems

Forested streams have more ecosystem per unit 
length …. and thus more potential ecosystem services

Forested

Deforested (grass)



Forested 
streams have
more natural
temperatures

Many small stream species 
are classified as 

“Cold Water Species”

They need “summer cool” conditions



In mid-Atlantic region, cold water species have their 
optimum growth and production in streams with 

maximum temperatures at or below 68 °F

Deforestation  over the last 250 years has pushed them over the edge

68 F-----------------------------------------------------------68 F



Forested 
streams 
have 
more 
natural 
light…..

…..that grows more natural food



Diatoms…..shade loving algae (ferns of the stream world)



Deforested 
streams grow 

the wrong 
kind of algae



Forested 
streams 
have a 
more 
diverse 
supply of 
high 
quality 
food

Leaves enter by falling directly in and blowing 
across the forest floor



…..a small forested stream can receive up to 10,000 lbs leaves /acre



This stream has no leaves and is missing those species

Main findings:

1. Forested streams have 
more ecosystem than 
deforested streams

2.  Forested streams have 
healthier ecosystems than 
deforested streams



3. Forested streams 
process up to 5x’s more 
organic matter

4. Forested streams 
process up to 2-8x’s more 
nitrogen

(Sweeney et al 2004)

Other studies confirm that
small healthy forested streams can, for 

example, eliminate 27 - 75% of 
nitrogen inputs through an in-stream 

process called denitrification

Wollheim et al. (2006)
Mulholland et al. (2008)





Let’s not turn our 
back on the other side 
of buffers (the in-
stream side)

http://www.stroudcenter.org/about/bernardsweeney.htm

Sweeney and Blaine 2007



A key point ….
this “in-stream side”

makes riparian forests 
BMP’s 

for both point and non-
point pollution!



We know what’s wrong with this picture



How wide should the buffer be?

Wide enough to 
create forest 

conditions along 
the stream



This is not a riparian forest!

(In Preparation)

Sweeney, B. W. and J. D. Newbold (2010)  

Streamside Forests for Protecting and 
Enhancing Water Quality and Stream 
Ecosystem Health and Services: How 
Wide Should They Be? 

(Journal of the Water Resources Assoc)



The science says….at least 100 ft to keep 
stuff out

The science says….At least 100 ft to 
promote a healthy stream ecosystem 

capable of processing pollutants



However, we are still 
coming up short 

….when it comes to 
buffers and buffer 

legislation!

Engineers build in a 
safety factor!



We never build in a 
safety factor for 

buffers!

Why don’t we double 
it!

What’s the bare minimum we get by with?
vs.
How much do we need?



It’s comforting to know that there are programs and legislation to 
restore streamside forests



We are getting it 
right in many places!

So the good news is 
that we are moving 

in the right direction

What counts most is not how fast we 
are going

but 

whether we are going in the right 
direction!

Aldo Leopold



Pioneering the science 
of freshwater research 
for more than 40 years
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